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Ask yourself one question
After hitting six-year highs mid last week, the market took a tumble on Friday and I suspect we may be
in store for more falls this week. There has always been a good deal of luck involved in investing in the
share market but today I explain why we’re getting close to a Dirty Harry moment and how you can
make sure the market makes your day.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, Paul Rickard details our portfolios’ performance in July. Both
our growth-oriented and high-income portfolios were up and the high-income portfolio has
outperformed the market this year by 1.4%.
James Dunn gives us an earnings season preview – watch out for Rio and News Corp this week – and
in Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say, resources are in the good books with upgrades for Aurizon
and Regis Resources.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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How to deal with the Dirty Harry problem
by Peter Switzer
I feel like we investors are in a Dirty Harry
predicament where we have to ask: “Do we feel
lucky? Well, do you?” The luck doesn’t relate to the
longer-term outlook for stocks, which I’m sure will be
good for at least a year, and I suspect longer.
(That said, those who subscribe to the Switzer Super
Report will know straight away when I change my
mind on equities.)
It’s all in the timing
What we need luck with is timing and that is the
hardest game of all when it comes to stocks. Want
proof? Well, think about three nightmare-creating
letters — Q-B-E! One day these guys running this
company will pull it altogether but getting the timing
right is pure punting.
I think there are two ways to play stocks right now but
each has a Dirty Harry risk or luck factor attached to
it.
First, you forget about timing the correction and
simply buy great companies that will do well when the
Oz dollar falls. Some experts will sometimes throw in
the line “if it falls…” but I’m putting my money on that
one. It will happen when the Fed raises interest rates
or, more accurately, when everyone thinks it will soon
happen.
Given this, you should be looking at a collection of
companies that will benefit and not just one, as this
could leave you open to a QBE curve ball. Maybe the
play could be to go for a fund that has set itself up to
benefit from a lower dollar. Eley Griffiths (see
Shortlisted) has taken a long position on smaller cap
resource stocks on the belief that a lower dollar will
help long-run returns.

Play the long game
And that’s the crucial message for all of us now – we
should be playing a long game. I reckon you could
easily put a few small cap funds together that could
spread your risk and even bump up your returns.
Chris Cuffe is a smart guy who runs a fund of funds,
where he has about 10 different fund managers.
That’s excessive for an individual, but two or three
could work. It could work for you as a satellite play
around your core portfolio of dividend stocks that we
have been encouraging you into for the past three
years.
But what if the correction shows up over September
or October as some expect, or more rightly guess?
Then you could dollar cost average into the lower
share prices, or simply cop the loss, as I think the
bounce back over a year or more will easily KO any
correction losses.
You could put half of your money in now and the
other half when a correction happens.
The other way to play this is to simply wait for the
correction but that involves risk and that’s why I call it
a Dirty Harry problem.
If the market falls 10 or 12% and you pick it, it could
be a nice pocketing but our market was up 4.4% in
July so if the market drops 10%, you only gain 5.6%
and you might have missed out on a dividend if you
have been out for some time.
The right moves
Before you make your judgment, you need to wonder
how big a sell-off will happen when the Fed gets
close to a rate rise and it is worth thinking about these
observations from David Kelly, who is the chief
market strategist at J.P. Morgan Funds in the US.
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“I find it very hard to get scared by a sell off caused
by an economy that is improving and rates coming up
from very low levels. It’s not a recipe for
stock-market disasters,” he told CNBC.
What am I doing? I’m buying the companies ahead
of the dollar drop because I think when it does fall
there will be a stampede for those companies.
Timing is tricky but buying good companies is easier,
though I am trying to punt on a lower dollar, which is
never easy.
Of course, if making great money on stocks was
super easy, everyone would be doing it.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Market on a high – portfolios up in July
by Paul Rickard
The Australian share market closed at a six-year high
on Thursday, bringing an end to a very strong month.
In a little bit of a rarity, all sectors of the market
finished in the black in July, with the market as a
whole up by 4.4%. This calendar year, it has put on
7.6% on a total return basis.
Our portfolios ended higher in July, largely tracking
the market’s gains during the month. In this, our
seventh review for the year, we look at their
composition and performances. Our high-income
portfolio is up by 9.0% and has outperformed the
S&P/ASX 200 this calendar year by 1.4%, while our
growth-oriented portfolio is up by 4.5% and has
underperformed by 3.1%.

insufficient diversification, over 25 it is too
hard to monitor), with a stock universe
confined to the ASX 100;
Within a sector, weighting the stocks broadly
to their respective index weights, although
there are some biases; and
Of course, we looked for companies that pay
franked dividends and have a consistent
earnings record.
The growth-oriented portfolio takes a very different
approach to the sectors in that it introduces biases
that favour the sectors that we judge to have the best
medium term growth prospects. Critically, it also
confines the stock universe to the ASX 100 (there are
many great growth companies outside the top 100).

Portfolio recap
Performance
In January, we made some adjustments to our
Australian share ‘Income Portfolio’ and ‘Growth
Oriented Portfolio’.
The purpose of these portfolios is to demonstrate an
approach to portfolio construction. As the rule sets
are of critical importance, we always commence a
review by briefly recapping the key portfolio
construction processes applied.

The income-oriented portfolio is up by 9.03% and the
growth-oriented portfolio is up by 4.45% (see tables
at the end). Compared to the benchmark S&P/ASX
200 Accumulation Index (which adds back income
from dividends), the income portfolio has
outperformed the index by 1.46% and the growth
oriented portfolio has underperformed by 3.12%.

The income portfolio is forecast to generate a yield of
5.01%, franked to 90.4%. The construction rules
applied include:
Using a ‘top down approach’ and introducing
biases that favour lower PE, higher yielding
industry sectors;
To minimise the market tracking risk, adopting
a rule that says that our sector biases in the
major sectors (financials, materials and
consumer staples) will not be more than 33%
away from index;
Identifying 15 to 20 stocks (less than 10 is

Yield still rules
While the ‘materials’ sector bounced back with a
gain of 7.7% to be the best performing sector in July
as iron ore prices stabilised, 2014 continues to reflect
the theme of 2013 in that the market is largely being
driven by the search for yield. ‘Property trusts’ with a
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total return of 18.4%, ‘utilities’ at 13.5% and
‘financials’ at 8.9% are among the sectors leading
the way on a year-to-date basis.
‘Financials’ is the largest sector on the ASX,
representing 39.1% of the S&P/ASX 200. Whilst its
monthly return at 3.6% was marginally less than the
return for the S&P/ASX 200, its year to date return is
1.3% higher than the market overall. This comes
despite repeated calls from the so-called experts and
analysts saying that Australian banks are
over-valued.
Other sectors that have done well include the tiny
‘IT’ sector (which comprises the three stocks of
Computershare, Carsales.com and Iress) which is up
this calendar year by 14.3%, and the ‘energy’
sector, which has benefitted from higher oil and gas
prices and has returned 9.4%.
The laggards include the more growth-oriented
sectors, such as ‘healthcare’, ‘consumer
discretionary’ and ‘industrials’. With the Aussie
dollar now starting to move lower, these sectors might
start to see a renewed flow of funds in the coming
months.
The table below shows the sector weights (as a
proportion of the S&P/ASX 200), and performances
(total return) for the month of July and for the 2014
calendar year.

Income portfolio
The income portfolio is overweight ‘financials’,
‘consumer staples’, ‘utilities’ and
‘telecommunications’; underweight ‘materials’ and
‘consumer discretionary’; and broadly index-weight
the other sectors. It also includes an allocation to
‘property trusts’ (formally called the A-REIT sector),
and somewhat more exposure to the “cyclicals”
through the selection of stocks from the ‘industrial’
sector.
With these sector allocations, we would expect this
portfolio to moderately underperform relative to the
benchmark price index in a strong bull market, and
moderately outperform in a bear market.
For the first seven months of the year, it is
outperforming the index. An overweight exposure to
the four major banks, in particular CBA and Westpac,
together with the inclusion of stocks such as Leighton
and Orora, is compensating for the poor performance
of stock such as Toll and Primary. AGL also took a hit
in July, following its update on earnings for 2014 and
a more sobering outlook for 2015.
The income portfolio is forecast to generate a yield of
5.01% in 2014, franked to 90.4%. With dividends
payable in the second half of the calendar year
typically higher than those paid in the first half, we
expect that the portfolio should marginally exceed the
original target.
Our income-biased portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 31 July
2014) is as follows:
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holdings in Crown and JB Hi-Fi.
The portfolio is lagging the index by 3.1%. Clearly,
our sector biases are a little out of step with the
market and our changes in May haven’t yet returned
any dividends. Also, with the Aussie dollar still sitting
higher than where it started the year at, stocks that
were selected to benefit from a fall in the currency
have faired relatively poorly. At this point, we are
going to hold with the portfolio and continue to
monitor it closely.
Our growth-oriented portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 31 July
2014) is as follows:

* Income includes dividends declared payable.
Assumes 37.5% Leighton shares sold in partial offer
at $22.50, repurchased on 30/4 at $19.08.
Growth portfolio
Similar to our approach to the income portfolio, we
applied a ‘top-down’ approach to the industry
sectors and introduced biases that favour the sectors
that we feel have the best medium term growth
prospects. The growth-oriented portfolio is overweight
‘healthcare’, ‘consumer discretionary’ and
‘industrials’; underweight ‘financials’ and ‘property
trusts’; and largely index weight the other sectors
including ‘materials’.
Critically, we have biased the stock selection to
companies that will benefit from a falling Australian
dollar – either because they earn a major share of
their revenue offshore, and/or report their earnings in
US dollars – such as CSL, Amcor, Brambles and
Computershare and BHP. Other biases include
Woolworths over Wesfarmers; CBA and Westpac
over ANZ and to a lesser extent NAB; and the
selection of Crown and JB Hi-Fi.
At the end of May we decided to make some changes
to the portfolio. We reduced our exposure to the
‘materials’ sector by selling our holding in Rio for a
loss of $391, exited our holding in Primary Health
Care for a loss of $291 and replaced this with
Resmed, and increased our exposure to the
‘consumer discretionary’ sector through additional

* Income includes dividends declared and payable.
Prices of Crown (new), JB Hi-Fi (new) and Resmed
(new) as at 30 May.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Last week there were twice as many rating
downgrades being issued as upgrades, but this
shouldn’t surprise as major indices in Australia hit
six-year highs during the week. History shows
there’s usually a direct correlation between rising
share prices and rating downgrades, as apparent
valuation shrinks with higher price levels.
On the positive side of the ledger, we find companies
such as Genworth Mortgage Insurance Australia and
Insurance Australia Group; companies that issued
well-received market updates. But admittedly, the
overall picture last week leans more to the negative.
In the good books
Aurizon Holdings (AZJ) was upgraded to Buy from
Neutral by UBS. Aurizon has traded back to Dec
2013 levels despite general strength in infrastructure
stocks, recent coal price recovery and evidence of
cost reduction momentum. The market has been
concerned over the drag from its potential west
Pilbara investment, but the broker sees it as an
opportunity to recycle capital out of Queensland coal
into higher returning WA iron ore without jeopardising
dividends.

Evolution Mining (EVN) was upgraded to Neutral from
Underperform by Credit Suisse. Credit Suisse notes
the FY15 production and cost outlook are similar to
FY14. Mt Carlton started in FY14 while Cracow was
strong and Mt Rawdon stable. The weaker
performers were Edna May and Pajingo, which were
beset by grade and reliability issues.

Regis Resources (RRL) was upgraded to Outperform
from Neutral by Macquarie. Regis Resources’
quarterly suggests production is showing signs of
recovery, the broker notes, but impairments will be
taken on Duketon and McPhillamys and write-downs
to Garden Well and Rosemont. The broker suggests
expectations have now been reset and material
issues affecting Duketon have been worked through.
In the not-so-good books
Alumina (AWC) was downgraded to Underweight
from Neutral by JP Morgan. Alumina has been one of
the best performing stocks in the mining sector this
year but JP Morgan notes margins in the AWAC
business have fallen. The broker recognises a lack of
identifiable catalysts to drive a share price de-rating
but considers an Underweight recommendation,
reduced from Neutral, is now justified, based on
stretched metrics versus mining sector peers.
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Boart Longyear (BLY) was downgraded to
underweight from Neutral by JP Morgan and to Sell
from Neutral by Citi. The June quarter update
highlights the continued pressure on the business
from persistent weakness in global mineral
exploration and a stretched balance sheet. JP
Morgan believes these factors raise the risks for
investors from a highly diluting recapitalisation and
this is not reflected in the share price. Earnings are a
little shy of Citi’s forecasts. The broker thinks
operating metrics suggest demand has reached its
low point but assumes a gradual upturn in profitability.

Earnings Forecast

Cochlear (COH) was downgraded to Underweight
from Neutral by JP Morgan. In previewing Cochlear’s
FY14 result, JP Morgan assesses the stock is now
trading on a price/earnings of around 32 times FY14
expectations and, despite factoring a rebound in
volumes, FY15 remains high at 25 times. With
potential downside to the target – raised to $56.72
from $55.76 – the broker downgrades on valuation
grounds, recognising the risk around low quality
earnings when the stock is priced to perfection.
Independence Group (IGO) was downgraded to
Neutral from Buy by Citi. Production was ahead of
guidance in FY14 and the pre-released financials
show weaker profits because of write-downs.
Earnings were in line with the broker’s estimates. Citi
is downgrading to Neutral from Buy because of the
strong performance in the share price recently.
Leighton Holdings (LEI) was downgraded to Sell from
Neutral by UBS. Leighton’s profit beat the broker’s
forecast but D&A, tax and other factors masked a
miss on underlying earnings. Full year guidance was
reiterated but cash flow was weak and gearing
remains above target.
Monadelphous (MND) was downgraded to Sell from
Hold by Deutsche Bank. The changes reflect a weak
outlook for engineering construction in the resources
sector, with the broker’s analysis suggesting there
are few large construction projects for the company to
work on.
SEEK (SEK) was downgraded to Underperform from
Neutral by BA-Merrill Lynch. The broker is
downgrading to Underperform from Neutral, citing a
subdued Australian employment outlook and
education earnings set to peak in FY16 as Swinburne
matures. Meanwhile, competition is also holding back
growth at Zhaopin and there is regulatory risk from
Singapore on the Jobstreet acquisition.

FNArena tabulates the views of eight major Australian
and international stock brokers: BA-Merrill Lynch,
CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Earnings season preview – Rio, News and Cochlear
by James Dunn
With no shortage of concerns pre-occupying the
share market at the moment – Argentina’s default,
the possibility of another European bank crisis and
geo-political concerns in the Middle East and Eastern
Europe, and weakening iron ore prices on the back of
slower Chinese growth – attention moves this week to
the real nuts-and-bolts of equity investing: company
results.
According to AMP Capital, consensus earnings
estimates expect the market to show about 12%
average profit growth for the 2013-14 financial year,
led by resources (+28%,), banks (+10%) and
industrial stocks up 3%.
AMP Capital says the combination of the lower iron
ore price, the higher $A and the hit to confidence from
the Budget in the June quarter, suggest a bit of
downside risk to consensus estimates for resource
and industrial stocks, although the banks are likely to
remain strong.
The big guns
Heavyweights reporting this week include Rio Tinto
(half-year results), News Corporation and Cochlear.
Cochlear will lead off on Tuesday with a likely 23%
fall in profit, while Rio Tinto is expected to report on
Thursday a 25% lift in half-year profit, to about
US$5.3 billion. Also on Thursday, News Corp is
expected to deliver a 4% decline in revenue and a
42% fall in earnings per share (EPS) for the year, in
the first full-year result since the publishing business
was separated from its entertainment sibling, 21st
Century Fox, in June 2013.
Rio Tinto is one of the stocks that Deutsche Bank has
foreshadowed as positive earnings news for the
market, along with BHP Billiton (full-year),
Commonwealth Bank (the only one of the four majors
with a June 30 balance date), Aurizon, Echo

Entertainment, Federation Centres, IAG, James
Hardie, Orora, Seek, Suncorp and WorleyParsons.
Deutsche suggested before the season that Amcor,
Arrium, Computershare and Resmed could disappoint
with bad news: sleep disorder and respiratory
equipment maker Resmed reported on Friday a 12%
boost to full-year profit to $US345.3 million
($A373.6million), but US sales were weaker than
expected, sliding 7% in the fourth quarter (See
Shortlisted).
Patersons Securities is expecting bad news from the
likes of Newcrest, Cabcharge, Toll Holdings, Ten
Network, Orica, Fairfax Media, Leighton Holdings and
AMP, but says companies that might surprise on the
upside include Crown Resorts, UGL, InvoCare, CSL,
JB Hi-Fi and McMillan Shakespeare.
Health check
The earnings season is hugely important to the health
of the market. The Australian share market’s recent
form has been outstanding, with a six-year high
recorded in July. But this rise has come largely from
expanding price/earnings (P/E) ratios, as investors
place their faith in earnings growth coming through to
justify the valuations. Recently, it has not done so.
While earnings-per-share growth has averaged
around 7.6% a year over the past decade, the past
four financial years have seen growth average minus
2%.
According to fund manager Schroders, much of the
earnings growth that Australian companies have been
able to show has come from acquisition activity,
share buy-backs and re-leveraging activity, stimulated
by the low-interest-rate environment. Top-line
(revenue) and actual organic earnings growth has
been difficult to generate.
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Six months ago, in the February-March 2014
interim-results reporting season, profit growth across
the market averaged about 12%, a
stronger-than-expected performance from corporate
Australia. But just four sectors – materials (the
miners), banks, healthcare and consumer
discretionary – delivered virtually all of the total
growth in interim profits, and 80% of the increase in
dividends.
After the interim season, analysts expected the
market to show about 14% average profit growth in
FY14, led by about 35% growth in resources
companies’ earnings and about 8% growth for the
rest of the market.
As the market heads into the FY14 full-year season,
that expectation has come down, by one to two
percentage points.

–23.1%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 254 cents,
+0.8%
Colorpak (CKL)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 6.7 cents,
–27.1%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 2.8 cents,
+60%
Downer EDI (DOW)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 48.5 cents,
+6.2%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 23.6 cents,
+12.5%
Northern Star Resources (NST)

At 15 times earnings, the market is not priced such
that any bad news can be ignored – any company
that fails to meet or beat its earnings guidance will be
hammered, and rightly so. Investors have a right to
expect that they have been alerted to all of the
foreseeable bad news.

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 4.8 cents,
–28.4%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 2.1 cents,
–40%

The current financial year looks to be much tougher
for earnings. Consensus 2014-15 earnings growth
estimates are running at about 5%. So another thing
that investors will be very interested in this reporting
season will be the outlook statements – particularly
from the companies in the non-resources sector of
the economy, which are supposed to pick up the
slack from declining resources investment as the
driver of the economy. Companies exposed to the
housing industry and retailing will be particularly
closely scrutinised for a long-awaited optimism.

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 12.2 cents,
+4.3%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 35 cents,
+12.8%

Switzer Super Report will be giving readers a
heads-up on expected results during the season,
using the consensus earnings estimates of analysts.
Here is a round-up of the expected forecast FY14
results this week.
Tuesday
Cochlear COH

Transurban (TCL)

Wednesday
Credit Corp (CCP)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 77 cents,
+10.3%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 40 cents,
+8.1%
Thursday
ALE Property Group (LEP)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 15.1 cents,
+83.3%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 16.7 cents,
+4.4%

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 179.1 cents,
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Aurora Oil & Gas (AUT)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): US40.5 cents,
+58.6%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): nil
BWP Trust (BWP)

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 15.1 cents,
–27.3%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 14.8 cents,
+4.3%
Flexigroup (FXL)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 27.9 cents,
+22.0%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 16.6 cents,
+14.4%
News Corp (NWS)
Expected to report EPS of US46.2 cents, DPS of
US2.8 cents
Rio Tinto (RIO) – interim result
Expected to report a 25% rise in first- half underlying
profit to about US$5.3 billion
Tabcorp (TAH)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 19.4 cents,
+12.9%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 15.4 cents,
–18.9%
Titan Energy Services (TTN)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 27.2 cents,
+24%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 8 cents,
+128%
Friday
REA Group (REA)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 116.6 cents,
+40%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 55 cents,
+32.5%
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Shortlisted – resources and Resmed
by Penny Pryor
As reporting season kicks off, analysts have been
pleasantly surprised by the lack of warnings.

And he suggests Boart Longyear (BLY) as a play for
the speculators.

Chief market strategist for CMC Markets, Michael
McCarthy, says that so far the results have been
encouraging.

“Boart Longyear is either going to fail or double in
price.”
Boart Longyear (BLY)

“We have seen a few companies warning on
earnings but not at the volumes we’ve seen recently
and that suggests we might get some positive
surprises over the next three weeks,” he said on
Switzer TV last week.
He wouldn’t be surprised if he saw overall earnings
growth for the S&P/ASX 200 of close to 9%.
Resource focus

Source: Yahoo! 7 Finance

“I believe the market hasn’t sufficiently priced the
pick up in volumes in resource stocks … the whole
sector could be one of the outperformers and that
could start with this reporting season,” he said.

Offshore players

He also believes, like Charlie Aitken last week, that
the laggards, or dogs, could do well.
He says to look out for poor performers that show
evidence their earnings falls are bottoming.
“That’ll see analysts revising up their estimates for
next year and some of those dogs of the
market…could be the big performers over the next six
months or so.”
He likes Oil Search (OSH) and in the mining services
sector, Mermaid Marine (MRM).
“Oil Search is a company in transformation. It’s
turning into a producer and I don’t believe the market
has correctly priced that. I expect that’ll be in double
digits by the end of this year,” he said.

Peter Switzer points out that as the US dollar rises,
and the Aussie falls, companies that could benefit
include Myer (MYR).
“Some analysts think that Myer could become a
takeover target when the Australian dollar falls,” he
said.
McCarthy agrees and Ben Griffiths, co-founder of
small cap manager Eley Griffiths, also likes
companies that have been getting the runs on the
ground overseas.
“There is a growing hoard of Australian small
companies that have headed offshore. [They’ve]
gone over to develop their business models from their
Australian roots,” he said on Switzer TV.
He lists companies like Ardent Leisure (AAD),
Dominos (DMP), Slater & Gordon (SGH) and Breville
Group (BRG) as companies that have successfully
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been able to do that.
“It’s a move that’s happened and a softer currency
will certainly benefit the earnings lines.”
Resmed
Paul Rickard likes Resmed (RMD) after it took a
caning on Friday following disappointing June quarter
sales numbers.
“Softer sales in the US were partially offset by growth
in international markets,” he says.
“Hopefully it’s a temporary hick-up in their long-term
growth story – at around $5.23, it looks like good
value.”
Resmed (RMD)

Source: Yahoo! 7 Finance
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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National clearance rate approaches 70%
by Staff Reporter
This week, the preliminary national auction clearance
rate was 69.7%, up from last week’s rate of 67.9%.
At the same time last year, the clearance rate was
69.3%.

Capital city private treaty median prices

Weekly clearance rate, combined capital cities

Sydney’s preliminary clearance rate was 77.6%,
compared to 75.4% last week, while Melbourne’s
clearance rate was 70.9%, compared to 68.5% the
previous week.
Capital city auction statistics (preliminary)

Across the five combined capital cities of Sydney,
Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth, the
average weekly change for home values was -0.1%,
while the annual change was 10.2%.
Over the year, house prices in Sydney have risen by
an annual rate of 14.6%, and in Melbourne, by an
annual rate of 10.8%.
Capital city home value changes

The median Sydney price for houses sold at private
treaty was $650,000, after 2,163 sales were made,
while the average unit price was $540,000 following
1,408 sales.
That compared to a median house price of $470,000
in Melbourne on 1,784 sales and a median unit price
of $420,750 from 842 sales.

RP Data Rismark July home value indices results
were also announced last week. The aggregate
capital gain for the year to date across the combined
capital cities was 5.0%.
RP Data research director, Tim Lawless, says that
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despite recent data showing a rise in capital gains,
the growth trend has tapered from the peak
conditions experienced last year.
Lawless says that over the past six months, growth in
mortgage demand has also eased, and this suggests
that buyer demand may be dampened by affordability
issues, as well as low rental yields experienced in the
capital cities.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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